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YOUNG ISRAEL CALLS ON THE METROPOLITAN OPERA TO ABANDON ITS PLANS 

TO PRESENT KLINGHOFFER PERFORMANCE 

  

The National Council of Young Israel (NCYI) today called on the Metropolitan Opera to 

abandon is plans to present The Death of Klinghoffer, a performance that is based on the 1985 

murder of a handicapped and wheelchair-bound Leon Klinghoffer. Klinghoffer, a Jewish-

American, was executed and thrown overboard from the Achille Lauro, a passenger ship that was 

hijacked by Palestinian Arab terrorists, who specifically targeted him because he was Jewish. 

  

“The Death of Klinghoffer is not an opera, it is an outrage,” said NCYI President Farley Weiss. 

“The Metropolitan Opera’s resolve to provide a forum for a show that glorifies terrorism and 

essentially downgrades the evil actions of the Palestinian-Arab terrorists who brutally murdered 

an innocent, wheelchair-bound victim is a disgraceful decision on the part of the Met. The Met’s 

choice to proceed with this performance, which will undoubtedly cause further pain to the 

Klinghoffer family, who lost Leon Klinghoffer to this horrific murder, is wholly insensitive and 

beyond the pale.” 

  

“At a time when anti-Semitism is rising around the globe, the Metropolitan Opera should not be 

showcasing hatred and promoting prejudice towards Jews,” continued Weiss. “Giving a 

sympathetic platform to terrorism and calling it an ‘opera’ is a reprehensible distortion of the arts 

and shows a callous disregard for the heinous execution of an innocent Jew.” 

  

“The National Council of Young Israel calls on the Metropolitan Opera to reconsider its decision 

and to do the right thing by not presenting this ill-conceived performance,” Weiss concluded. 

  

For the past 102 years, the National Council of Young Israel has ably served the broader Jewish 

community. With more than 25,000 member families and nearly 200 branch synagogues 

throughout the United States, Canada, and Israel, the National Council of Young Israel is a 

multi-faceted organization that embraces Jewish communal needs and often takes a leading role 

in tackling the important issues that face the Jewish community in North America and Israel. 
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